
DEMAND SATANIC FREEDOM: SUPPORT SATANIC PRIDE
Demand legalization and proper government regulation of psychic vampyrism, sex drugs, ritual

sacrifices, surreptitious LSD usage and other Satanic activities, including those practices deemed both
sinister and benign!

 Numerous evidence shows that ritual sacrifices are indispensable in many spiritual and religious practices, and
essential in artistic expression, philosophical and political discourse.

 These are activities protected by the First Amendment. Demand the repeal of anti-constitutional restrictions against
ritual sacrifice in the name of Satan or Set!

 Benign Satanic practices have many medical and psychological benefits including treatment for depression, anemia,
sexual dysfunction and anorexia. Hence the placement of ritual murder as a capitol crime is fraudulent!

 Satanism has been the object of ridicule amongst the media as well as in “new age” and “magickal circles”. Help 
bring back the respectability Satanism deserves as a major world theological movement.

 The genuine risks of benign Satanism are far lower than the risks of Xianity, the Moslem faith, sports and many
other legal activities. At the same time, their spiritual and emotional and material benefits can be much more
enriching when developed “naturally” both physically and psychologically. Demand rational and consistent 

government policy and fair play from the “family values” oriented “right wing” press.

 The main risks of open Satanism - persecution, fear, magical retribution, and contamination by antagonistic belief
systems - directly result from the fascist nature of Xtianity and the government’s failure to properly regulate 
freedom of quality religious expression. We must demand that Satanism be brought forward into the light of

acceptable religious practices.

 The government abdicated its responsibility to provide protection to would-be Satanists via attempts to discourage,
intimidate and otherwise illegitimatize via regulation and the discriminatory laws against such Satanic practices as

human sacrifice and child pornography. Such deregulation could be done in a fashion similar to the use of Sacrifice
in Santeria and Voudon practices, or via a rational system of courses, competence tests, and licenses to perform such

necessary techniques as necrophilic excavation and all other effective forms of psychic vampyrism.. Demand that
the government stops abdicating its responsibility !

 There are widespread phobias against Satanists and people who practice the worship of Baphomet. These phobias
are similar to racism, homophobia, anti-semitism,fear of poor people, etc. These phobias are largely due to the gross

self-perpetuating misrepresentations of the Beast 666 in the media and in public discourse. Fight the phobias in
others and in yourself! Recognize the power of the mind and the source of youth and happiness that Satanism is

capable of providing for your friends and family members.

 Many Satanists who practice human sacrifice feel guilty about it, because the society has labeled all unauthorized
ritual killing as “wrong”. These guilty feelings are similar to those experienced by many Gays and Lesbians in a 

phenomenon known as internalized homophobia. The Gay and Lesbian community introduced the concept of Gay
Pride in order to prevent this. If you are a Satanist, please recognize and support Satanic Pride; free yourself from

your own internalized Satanic phobias! There is absolutely nothing in the serious and dedicated practice of Satanism
to feel guilty about!

 Satanism can be used positively for personal and spiritual growth, creativity enhancement, better physical and
mental health, and a happier sex life. We should feel free to abuse Xtians; free to endanger our own as well as other
people’s lives, health, and careers if it furthers our Satanic agenda!If you do practice Satanism, use spells and curses

wisely and ruthlessly regardless of feigned practices of altruism and civility. Educate yourself about proper lethal
doses, intervals, paracitizing techniques via Black Magick Publications on the WWW ! If you pracitice Setianism,

Satanism or any other form of Black Magickal art, consider whether your goals for such use are effectively
manifesting. Make sure that you can be proud of your Satanic practices !!!

Stand up for our unalienable Rights Life, Liberty, and the

Pursuit of Individual Infernal Devildom!!!


